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1. Introduction
The most popular online video services are now hosted "in the cloud". This now mainstream idiom indicates a set of hardware and software technologies. On the hardware side, the servers in the data-centers offer computing resources for the preparation of the video content, while the edge-servers in the Content Delivery Network (CDN) store and deliver the video streams. On the software side, the encoders transform a flow of data depicting images into a compressed, transportable stream. Software also implements the rate-adaptive streaming strategies and is in charge of managing the CDN resources, taking into account various technical and business constraints. The coordination between all software and hardware technologies is a key requirement, affecting both the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the end-users, who consume the video streams, and the operational costs of the service provider.

In this letter, we describe research activities on the global management of a live video streaming service running in the cloud. We focus on the coordination of these technologies and we show that a management policy that takes into account all the inter-dependencies among technologies can bring significant advantages. In particular, we address the problem of preparing the adequate video package (the set of representations) taking into account multiple constraints.

We first describe the main elements of a cloud streaming system. We then introduce an optimization framework, which has been presented in more details in [1,2]. This framework can be tuned to reflect the objectives and constraints of different actors. We then present some results of trace-driven performance evaluations to illustrate the different results that can be obtained by the framework. Finally, and most importantly, we discuss the perspectives of the research on cloud optimization from a global standpoint, taking into account both business and scientific concerns.

2. Cloud Streaming Chain
Figure 1 shows a simplified view of the main components, and corresponding actors, of a typical cloud streaming chain. Each one is briefly described in the following.

2.1. Broadcaster
The broadcaster is the entity that generates the original video. It can be either a professional broadcaster, such as a traditional TV provider, or, more recently, an individual source of video, such as people broadcasting while playing a videogame [3,4] or while attending all sort of events [5].

In the case of professional broadcaster, the video is captured, and then encoded by so-called contribution encoders. The main goal of video contribution solutions is to ensure that the raw video is encoded in a high-quality high-fidelity manner, but at a bit-rate that respects the network condition between the server that host the contribution encoder (usually enclosed or near the camera) and the entrypoint server of the video provider. For user-generated live streaming systems, where individuals capture and upload the scene, a new generation of software has been developed, such as Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) and screenencasters [5]. The main idea here is to find trade-offs between the quality of the compression and the capabilities of the machine hosting the encoders (typically a smartphone for services like Meerkat and Periscope and a machine that is almost fully utilized for running games in the case of Twitch).

2.2. The Cloud
The term cloud is used to describe all the operations that are done "somewhere" in the Internet, neither at the broadcaster side, nor at the end-user side. We
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distinguish the roles of video providers and CDNs, the former being the main provider of the service while the latter is an intermediary, but key, actor. Some video companies play both roles but this is not always the case.

The video provider gets as input the "original video" (more precisely the video that is the output of the contribution encoders). Its role is to prepare the video so that end-users will be able to eventually play it on their device. In the recent years, the heterogeneity of end-users' device has grown significantly, from smartphones to connected TVs, and even new generations of Virtual Reality (VR) headsets. To address this heterogeneous population of end-users, the video providers have adopted rate-adaptive streaming systems such as Apple's HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) and the MPEG standard Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH).

The implementation of rate-adaptive streaming first requires a transcoding operation. For each video, the video provider should generate \( k \) different representations, each of them characterized by a different bit-rate, resolution, sometimes frame rate and key frame period. Then, the video provider should package the video by aggregating the set of representations, by segmenting the representations and by creating the manifest file, which is the file that describes the playlist.

The cost of transcoding these videos can strain the computing infrastructure of video providers. Typically in Twitch, more than 6,000 videos need to be transcoded in average [3]. Furthermore video providers increase the number of representations per video so that each end-user can find a good match among the available representations. To meet this demand, the video providers manage large data-centers with thousands of servers [8].

The CDN gets in input the package of videos that has been prepared by the video provider. Its role is to deliver the content. The literature related to live streaming in CDN provides details about the processes that are implemented in CDN to make sure that an end-user that requests a given segment of a given representation can find a nearby edge-server that stores the said segment [6,7].

The number of edge-servers in a CDN (more than 200,000 for the biggest CDN players) is expected to enable large-scale delivery in good conditions. However, the costs of transporting the packages of video representations from the CDN's origin server to the subset of edge-servers that must deliver this content have grown. Indeed, the set of representations includes many Ultra-High-Definition (UHD) and High-Definition (HD) videos, which have a large bit-rate. CDNs need to reserve a large bandwidth in the core network to deliver the segments to the edge servers.

2.3. The End-Users

The endpoint of the chain is the video player of the end-user. With the adoption of adaptive streaming, the role of the video player is no longer passive; on the contrary, it is responsible for selecting the right representation for every segment of the video. Various strategies have been devised to efficiently choose the representation whose bit-rate is closest to the currently available network capacity, while avoiding to change representation too often. Recent studies have highlighted the relations between the engagement of users in a service and the QoE of the video streaming [9]. These studies have also revealed that many parameters impact the QoE: of course the video bit-rate, but also the delay to start the video playback, and most importantly the interruptions due to video re-buffering. Another aspect that has not been extensively studied, to the best of our knowledge, is the relation between the QoE and the device that is used to play the video. The size of the display screen is typically one of the parameters that the video provider should also consider for the transcoding of the representations.

3. Optimization Models

We briefly introduce in this Section two models that we have described in [1,2]. Both models aim at helping the video provider when deciding which representations to generate.

3.1. Video Type, Popularity and CDN Budget

To the best of our knowledge, the first paper to study encoding choices for adaptive streaming is [1]. The main idea is that every ingested video coming from the contribution encoders can be transcoded as many times as necessary. However, the transcoder impacts all the following modules in the delivery chain. In particular, the more video representations are created, the larger the CDN budget to transport the full package to the edge-servers. Moreover, the load on the packager also depends on the number of representations. To simplify the management and the operational cost of the video service, it is thus preferable to limit the overall number of representations \( K \).

In the industry, the norm is to transcode every video into the same number of representations with the same encoding parameters. In [1], we show that this solution is far from optimal. Instead, it is better to decide for each video the number of representations to transcode and the profile of these representations. In particular, we emphasize the benefits that one can expect from following some intuitive rules related to the popularity of the video, the nature of the video, and the devices of the target population.

To illustrate our claim, we first showed that the recommendations for transcoding given by the main
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video players are sub-optimal. To validate this claim, we used an Integer Linear Program (ILP) to compute the optimal set of representations for any given overall number of representations $K$.

![Figure 2: Average QoE for a given overall number of representations $K$ [1]](image)

Figure 2 shows the average QoE of 500 users watching four different videos. The circles correspond to the recommendations by Microsoft, Apple and Netflix and the line with the crosses to the optimal solution obtained with the ILP.” This figure shows not only that the representation recommended by Apple and Microsoft are sub-optimal and use too few representations but also that with half the representations recommended by Netflix it is possible to almost achieve the same QoE. More details about simulations settings, as well as many other simulation results can be found in [1].

3.2. Transcoders in Data-Centers
In [2], we take into account the processing power that is required to transcode each given video stream in real time. If we refer to the delivery chain of Figure 1, we considered the packaging load and the CDN budget as the two main constraints in [1], while in [2] we add the transcoding load as an additional constraint. This latter constraint is likely to be the preponderant one in many cases, and in particular for services like Twitch, where a large number of video streams have to be transcoded. To study this problem, we collected two large datasets, which are also publicly available. The first one is the result of a four month study of Twitch [3]. We highlight two main characteristics of the ingested streams: the number of streams can vary significantly within a day, and the diversity of the quality of ingested video is large. Our second dataset is a comprehensive set of measurements that we realized on a series of systematic transcoding of various videos, from any resolution and bit-rate to any other resolution and bit-rate. We focus on the number of CPU cycles that are required to make these transcoding operations and the quality of the transcoded videos compared to the quality of the original videos. The main claim of [2] is similar as the one in [1], that is, the video provider can obtain better performance if all videos are not transcoded in the same way. We used an ILP to find the optimal number of representations and the corresponding parameters (e.g., resolution, bit-rate) taking into account constraints on the number of CPU cycles available. Figure 3 shows the result of our tests. Again, the optimal set of packages provides a far better quality when compared to the standard choices in the market.

![Figure 3: Quality of the videos as a function of the number of machines used.](image)

We then propose and implement a heuristic, which is not optimal but can be easily and efficiently implemented, to decide the number of representations and their profiles, for every ingested stream. We apply this heuristic to various snapshots of the Twitch system, and compare both the number of CPU cycles that the transcoding operations consumed in the datacenter and the average quality of the videos with respect to the original video. We show the result in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: The average quality and the number of consumed CPU cycles for various snapshots of the Twitch system](image)

We especially emphasize in Figure 4 that the traditional approaches cannot accommodate variable load in inputs. The Zencoder solution requires sometimes the reservation of a large-scale datacenter while it requires a small one at other moments of the day. On the contrary a smart management can make sure that a given amount of resources are always fully exploited.
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4. Discussion
The studies in [1,2] have shown that significant gains can be obtained by implementing smart strategies for the transcoding of the videos in the context of adaptive streaming. However, to turn our solutions into practical implementations, the actors involved in the delivery chain have to share more information than they currently do. In particular, the set of servers in the datacenter, the packager load, the overall charge on the CDN and the characteristics of the population of users (or at least the size of the population consuming a given video in real-time) are key information that are needed at several stages in the chain. Today, the video provider and the CDN are not tightly coupled (with the exception of vertical integrated companies like Google and Netflix, which manage all combined video services, datacenters and CDNs).

Unsurprisingly, two leading companies specialized in video transcoding in datacenters (namely Envivio and Elemental) have both been recently acquired by larger companies (Ericsson and Amazon respectively). Such events prove that the vertical integration of a maximum number of key actors in the delivery chain is seen as a way to both generate significant savings in operational costs, but also to improve the performance of the video services. Important optimization processes can be put in place when one has a global view of the system.

In the near future, the collaboration between the CDN and the datacenter in charge of transcoding the video should be further improved. The transcoder needs information from the CDN about the end-users who consume the videos and about the network conditions that the CDN has to deal with. On its side, the CDN can optimize the delivery and significantly reduce the operational costs if it knows the underlying structure of the streams that it should transport from the origin server to the edge-servers. All this calls for a better collaboration, possibly by the mean of standard APIs, between these actors.
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